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ABSTRACT 
The need for early consideration of security during system design and development cannot 
be over-emphasized, since this allows security features to be properly integrated into the 
system rather than added as patches later on. A necessary pre-requisite is the elicitation 
and analysis of the security requirements prior to system design. Existing methods for the 
security requirements phase, such as attack trees and misuse case analysis, use manual 
means for analysis, with which it is difficult to validate and analyse system properties 
exhaustively. We present a computational solution to this problem using an institutional 
(also called normative) specification to capture the requirements in the Inst�� action 
language, which in turn is implemented in answer set programming (a kind of logic 
programming language). The result of solving the answer set program with respect to a set 
of events is a set of traces that capture the evolution of the model over time (as defined by 
the occurrence of events). Verification and validation is achieved by querying the traces 
for specific system properties. Using a simple scenario, we show how any state of the 
system can be verified with respect to the events that brought about that state. We also 
demonstrate how the same traces enable: (i) identification of possible times and causes of 
security breaches and  (ii) establishment of possible consequences of security violations.   
Keywords: Security requirements, verification, misuse case, answer set programming 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Research in requirements engineering has 
developed many modelling notations and 
approaches that help the elicitation and 
analysis of security requirements. These 
approaches include Misuse case (Sindre & 
Opdahl, 2000), Misuse patterns (Fernandez, 
VanHilst, Petrie& Huang, 2006), the Common 
Criteria (Ware, Bowles & Eastman, 2006), and 
the Attack Tree (Schneier, 2000; Mauw & 
Oostdijk, 2006).  
The approaches have been used for eliciting 
security requirements in different domains 
and have been well accepted in practice. 
However, these approaches are not without 
shortcomings. For instance, Misuse case uses 
diagrams and associated textual 
representations which only specify security 
requirements in a general or broad sense. It is 
not able to provide information on when to 
apply those requirements. The process of 
eliciting security requirements with misuse 
cases as stated by Sindre and Opdahl, (2005) is 
usually a cyclic process which starts with the 
identification of security critical assets to the 
definition of security requirements 
(countermeasures). The defined 
countermeasures could introduce a new asset 

which could cause the process to be repeated 
continuously. This means that the process is 
open ended since there is no clear definition 
of when to stop, which implies designers 
would have to redraw the misuse case 
diagrams severally for each new asset. Also, 
since the process depends on the ability of the 
system designer to determine the security 
requirements based on the nature of the 
assets, it is difficult for the designer to 
capture security vulnerabilities that could 
arise from the interactions of the system 
actors. The misuse case approach also lacks 
the means to verify or validate the behaviour 
of the system with respect to the 
countermeasures. In a similar manner, the 
other approaches reviewed carry out 
elicitation and analysis of security 
requirements through  either textual or 
graphical representations  based on tree 
graphs or UML notation. These representation 
methods may be convenient and adequate for 
eliciting security requirements in small 
systems but get complicated and cumbersome 
with larger and more complex systems. Also, 
since these approaches are driven through 
manual processes,analysis and validation is 
difficult.  
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Moreover, tree graphs and UML notations lack 
formal specifications which make them 
unsuitable for computational analysis. 
We therefore introduce a computational 
approach to the veirfication and validation of 
elicited security requirements. Our approach 
is based on the event-based institutional 
framework, implemented using the 
Institutional Action Language (Inst��) (Cliffe, 
De Vos & Padget, 2007a;2007b), an 
abstraction of the answer set programming 
(ASP) (Baral, 2003). This provides the 
necessary reasoning mechanism for the 
purpose of analysis. 
The contributions we are making here are: (i) 
a method for doing computational modelling 
of misuse cases and mal-activity diagrams  
(ii) through the application of the semantics of 
answer set programming, we are able to 
provide a computational way of carrying out 
verification of security requirements such that 
it is possible to predict the effect of certain 
actions and the causes of certain system 
states.  
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 
The methodology is an institutional 
framework (Cliffeetal.,2007b)which provides 
a mechanism to capture and reason about 
“correct” and “incorrect” behaviour within a 
certain context, which in this case is 
security. Based on first-order logic, but 
inspired by deontic logic, the framework 
monitors the permissions, empowerment and 
obligations of participants and generates 
violations when a security breach occurs. 
Information on the effects of participants’ 
actions are stored in the state of the 
framework as facts. The “little” facts 
collected about events/actions triggered by 
participants over time may eventually lead to 
“big” facts that reveal vital information 
about a participant’s behaviour with respect 
to the preservation of the system security. 
Using misuse case analysis for the initial 
elicitation of security requirements, our 
solution provides a means for rigorous testing 
of the security requirements elicited. The 
combination of our approach with the 

well-established misuse case approach 
provides a tool that can be more useful in 
effectively determining the adequacy of a 
system’s security requirements at design 
time. Implementation is achieved using an 
action language Inst�� which is based on the 
semantics of answer set programming (ASP) 
(Baral,2003). 
Case study 
The publicly available iTrust Medical Records 
System documentation (Williams, Xie, 
Meneely, Hayward & King,2011)provides 
ample choice of use cases for the purpose of 
illustration. After a careful consideration, we 
chose the “Make Referral” use case which we 
found most suitable for illustrating the 
institutional framework approach. The 
criteria for the choice of use case is that the 
scenario should consist of more than one actor 
and a well-defined process on which the 
actors interact in order to achieve a certain 
goal or sub-goal of the system. This is 
necessary in order for us to be able to express 
the interactions as events while the actors are 
taken as agents with the aim of generating the 
traces of events which could be investigated 
for some desired security properties. 
The Make Referral use-case 
This use case consists of two healthcare 
professionals (designated here as sHCP and 
rHCP) and a patient. The process involves the 
sHCP referring a patient to rHCP. The sHCP 
initiates the process bypreparing the referral 
document and sending them to rHCP and the 
patient, with the sHCP receiving a copy also. 
While the sHCP and rHCP receive similar 
copies of the referral document, the patient 
receives a slightly different version. 
Security Requirements elicitation using 
Misuse Case 
Based on the misuse case description template 
by Sindre and Opdahl (2001), we present the 
description of the misuse case analysis for our 
chosen scenario by capturing the 
misuse/threats along with the usecase 
descriptions as shown in table 1. This gives us 
the initial insight into the kind of threats that 
could affect the security of the system.  
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Table  1: Misuse case description embedded in the “Refer patient”  use case 

Name: Refer patient 
Summary: The sending HCP (sHCP) chooses to refer a patient to another receiving HCP (rHCP). 

sHCP creates the referral details and send to the rHCP and the patient 
Basic path(bp): bp1: The sHCP chooses to refer a patient to a rHCP 
 bp2: The sHCP selects the rHCP by entering the HCP’s MID and confirming the selection 
 bp3: The sHCP include notes about the referral in the provided text box 
 bp4: The sHCP chooses a priority from 1 - 3 (1 =highest, 3 = lowest) for the referral 
 bp5: The sHCP sends the referral 
 bp6: The HCPs and patient receive summary of referral. The patient’s copy does not 

indicate the priority. 
Alternative paths: ap1: In bp2, the sHCP searches for the rHCP by name 
 ap2: In bp5, the sHCP chooses to cancel the referral 
 ap3: In bp5, the sHCP chooses to edit the referral 
Exception paths: ep1: in bp2, the chosen rHCP is not the desired HCP. The sHCP does not confirm the 

selection and is prompted to try again 
 ep2: In bp1-4, the patient, rHCP, referral notes, and/or referral priority are invalid, the 

sHCP is prompted to enter this information again 
Triggers: Patient makes office visit 
Assumptions: ass1: all users do not have any malicious intentions 
Preconditions: prc1: The patient and the two HCPs are registered users of the iTrust system 
 prc2: These users have been authenticated in the iTrust system 
Postconditions: psc1: The patient referral is successfully created by the sHCP 
 psc2: The rHCP receives a summary of patient referral details with the referral priority 
 psc3: The patient receives a summary of referral details 
Threats: Trt1: the sHCP is an impostor, possible outcomes are 
 t1-1: A patient is unwillingly referred to a HCP 
 t1-2: A HCP receives a fake referral information 
 t1-3: List of patient referrals exposed 
 t1-4: A patient referral is edited with wrong information such as priority 
 t1-5: Cancellation of a patient referral 
 Trt2: the rHCP is an impostor resulting in these possible outcome 
 t2-1: Patient referral confirmed and revealed 
 t2-2: confirms a HCP is registered on the iTrust system 
 Trt3: the patient is an impostor with the following possible outcome 
 t3-1: patient referral details revealed  

 
The classes of threats identified include 
impersonation, escalation of privileges, and 
information tampering as illustrated in the 
misuse case diagram in Figure 1. We consider 
these attacks as being the kind that could be 
carried out by insider attackers (escalation of 
privileges) and external attackers 
(impersonation and tampering). 
The original misuse case in Sindre and 
Opdahl(2005) was modified to include the 
security goals under threat at each stage of 
the process. The reason behind this 
modification is that security threats are 

primarily aimed at breaching security goals 
with respect to confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, and accountability. Inclusion of 
these in the use/misuse case diagram would 
make it easier to identify the type of 
threat/attack an attacker would consider. It 
also helps in determining the appropriate 
countermeasure to apply for the attacks or 
threats. The security goals relevant in each 
use case is drawn from the analysis of the most 
relevant assets associated with the use case, 
hence the approach is consistent with Okubo 
et al.(2009). 
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The detailed interactions for this use/misuse 
case description are illustrated in figure 2. 
This is the mal-activity diagram, based on 
Fernandez et al. (2006) and Okubo 
etal.(2011), showing the users (rHCP, sHCP, 
and Patient), sequence of events, the 
attackers, attack points, threats, and 
countermeasures. The mal-activity diagram 
describes the expected order and sequence of 
events which include the user initiated events 
(white objects) and the attacker/misuser 
events (black objects). It also shows the 
countermeasures (grey objects) to the 
identified security threats and the points at 
which the countermeasures are expected to 
be applied in order to mitigate appropriately 
the threats. 

Misuse Modelling and Analysis using Inst�� 
In carrying out the verification and validation 
of the misuse case description in figure 1, we 
make use of the mal-activity diagram in figure 
2. Since we are doing a static analysis here, 
we simply assume that attacker events could 
always happen at any time. Hence we focus on 
capturing the users’ events and the 
countermeasures in the model. The 
mal-activity diagram provides the necessary 
sequence of activities which we represent as 
events in the institution specification. The 
implementation in Inst �� is based on the 
institutional framework which is fully 
described in Bibu et al.(2012) and consists of 
several declarations, some of which are 
discussed shortly. 

 

Fig. 2: Mis-activity Diagram for Make Referral Usecase 
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Inst�� descriptions 
The declaration of events consists of; 
• Exogenous events consist of all 

observable real world events in the 
model. These events may generate 
institutional events and cause changes to 
the institutional state. 

• Institutional events
1  consist of the 

various events that would be generated in 
the institution framework as a result of 
the occurrence of exogenous events. 
These events may initiate new facts in the 
institution, thereby resulting in a change 
in the institutional state.  

• Violation events declare events that 
would occur whenever there is a violation 
in the system, such as the failure to 
satisfy an obligation.  

Fluents (see figure 3) denote facts that may be 
present in the system state due to the 
occurrence of events in the system.  
Noninnertial fluents are used to capture 
boolean relationships over several fluents. We 
now describe the generation and consequence 
relations of the model in three phases for 
simplicity and ease of understanding. The 
three phases are login, create referral, send 
referral. We highlight here only some of the 
aspects of the model, detailed specification 
can be found in Bibu et al.(2012). 
The login phase 
The sequence of events starts off with the 
login event. The ����	  phase specifies the 
initiation of the login event and the rules that 
apply in order to counter the expected attack 
at the login phase.  
 
 
 

                                                 
1 In the implementation we differentiate institutional events from 
exogenous events by prefixing names with �. For example  
login(HCP) is exogenous while  ilogin(HCP) is institutional 

 
 
 
 
 
 
From figure 2, it is assumed that an external 
attacker can impersonate after possibly 
acquiring the login information by another 
means which we are not concerned with here. 
Since this attack is assumed to happen at any 
time, we therefore specify the 
countermeasure, which in this case is a 
challenge-response event initiated by the 
system the moment there is an initial login 
event. 
 
We are not concerned about the detailed 
implementation of this countermeasure 
(which could be a series of events), but rather  
we treat it as a single event which we expect 
to happen at and within some time interval. 
The challenge-response event 
loginChal(System,HCP) is specified as an 
obligation as;  
obl(loginChal(System,HCP),logindl, 
loginChalCompromised); 
This means that the event 
loginChal(System,HCP)must happen before a 
deadline event  logindl happens, otherwise it 
triggers a violation event 
loginChalCompromised. 
The challenge-response event is expected to 
be triggered just once and by the deadline, 
the countermeasure either succeeds or fails 
and the institution state is updated 
accordingly. The next exogenous event in the 
systems sequence of events can only take 
place when there is no violation at this stage. 
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fluentchalSuccess; 
fluentchalFail; 
fluentloginCompromised; 
fluentgoodRef; 
fluentbadRef; 
fluenthasRef(Patient); 
fluenthasRefwP(HCP); 
fluentmisdCheck; 
fluentrefSigned; 
fluentrefEncrypted; 
fluentpolicyApplied(HCP); 
noninertial fluent loginAttacked; 

declares the possible states 
the system could arrive at as a 
result of enactment of events 
which have meanings in the 
institution 

This declares the attacker 
goal 

Fig. 3: Fluents declaration for the Make Referral use case. 
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Create referral phase 

In this phase, we specify the rules and the 
conditions for the creation of the referral. 
Also the security threats to the system which 
falls within this phase include escalation of 
privileges (an authorised user misusing his 
privileges), man-in-the-middle attack, and 
illegal access to information. Since it is 
equally assumed that any or all of these 
attacks can always happen and at any time, 
the countermeasures are also specified in this 
phase. 
The escalation of privileges threat is expected 
to be mitigated by initiating a check on the 
created patient referral for correctness. This 
is specified as a checkRef(Checker) event 
which must happen within a certain time span, 
else a violation event refUnchecked is 
triggered (figure 4). The completion of this 
countermeasure event will set the institution 
state at this point to either  goodRef 
indicating the referral was good and hence 
satisfying the condition for the next event to 
happen, or badRef, indicating that the 
referral was bad, in which case the referral 
would have to be corrected. The 
man-in-the-middle attack is mitigated by 
applying some form of digital signature on the 
prepared and proofed referral such that any 
form of tampering could be detected. This is 
specified in the model as an event 
signRef(System) which will be permitted to 
happen only if the referral has been checked 
and it is good. This is expressed as; 
icheckRefdl initiates perm(signRef(System)), 
pow(isignRef(System)),perm(isignRef(System) 
if goodRef, not misdCheck;  
It is also expected that the signature would be 
applied only once, hence the power and 
permission for this event is terminated once it 
has happened.   
isignRef(System)terminatesperm(signRef(Syst
em)), pow(isignRef(System)), 
perm(isignRef(System)); 
Encryption is taken as the countermeasure for 

illegal access of information. This is specified 
in the model as an event encryptRef(System) 
which would happen after the signature event 
has happened.  
isignRef (System) initiatesrefSigned, perm 
(encryptRef (System)), pow (iencryptRef 
(System)), perm (iencryptRef (System)); 
Send referral phase 
This is the final phase of the process we are 
considering. In this phase, we still see 
escalation of privileges as a possible threat to 
the confidentiality of the patients vital 
information which could be contained in the 
referral information. The receiving health 
care professional (rHCP) to whom the patient 
has been referred could send out the 
information to a third party. There is 
therefore the need to institute appropriate 
rules or policies that would prevent the rHCP 
from carrying out such activities. This is 
specified in the model as an event whose 
permission would be initiated when the rHCP 
receives the referral information. 
The permission remains in place through the 
life time of the institution. This is specified as;   
isendRef(HCP) initiates hasRef(Patient), 
hasRefwP(HCP),perm (iapplyPolicy(HCP)), 
pow(iapplyPolicy(HCP)); 
iapplyPolicy(HCP) initiates policyApplied(HCP) 
if hasRefwP(rHCP);  
Finally, we represent the initial state of the 
institution as;   
Initially perm (login(sHCP)), pow 
(ilogin(sHCP)), 
Perm (ilogin(sHCP)), perm(logindl), pow 
(ilogindl), perm(ilogindl), 
Perm (checkRefdl), pow(icheckRefdl), perm 
(icheckRefdl), 
Perm (enforcePolicy(sys)), perm (iapplyPolicy 
(rHCP)),pow(iapplyPolicy(rHCP)); 
This represents the events that are 
empowered and permitted to happen from 
the start of the institution. 

imakeRef(HCP) initiates 
perm(checkRef(Checker)), 
perm(icheckRef(Checker)), 
pow(icheckRef(Checker)), 
obl(checkRef(Checker),checkRefdl, 
refUnchecked); 
 
icheckRef(Checker) initiates goodRef; 
icheckRef(Checker) initiates badRef; 

initiation of the 
empowermentand 
permissionfor the check to 
be performed 

declaration of the obligation 

Fig. 4: A segment of generation and consequence relations for the create 
referral phase of Make Referral model 

Any of these would beresultant 
state of theinstitution due to 
theobligation 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The result (answer set, in the language of ASP) provides a rich database of information in form of 
ordered traces of events. The use of queries, as experience from databases would suggest, 
provides a means of examining the traces for any system behaviours that might be of interest. 
The properties being investigated could be expressed as facts and/or rules. The results can then 
be interpreted and decisions or actions taken appropriately. Query formulation and trace 
construction are intimately tied up. However, before traces can be generated, the program must 
be grounded, which means being explicit about the meaning of variables and time instants, 
defining precisely how many there are, which in turn determines the length of the trace. For 
time instants 
�: 0 ≤ � ≤ 	, we define the following three rules: instant(
�), next(
�, 
���) and 
final(
�), denoting each ground instant of time, relative order and final state, respectively. The 
grounding information is provided in a domain file which is passed to the ASP translator along 
with the inst�� description file. We do not provide details here due to space. The general trace 
program generates the answer sets containing all possible combinations of 	 exogenous events, 
but by the addition of constraints, the answer sets can be limited to those containing desired 
traces. 
This is expressed in the form of a query specification. For example, figure 5 shows how the 
answer set can be constrained to the consequences of specific observed events2.  
The result, as listed in figure 6 verifies the correctness of the model, in that first of all, events 
occurred in the expected sequence, subject to the constraint  occurred(�, �), which is read as 
event � occurred at instant �.  

This is a way of testing the correctness of the model. With this, the model can be used to 
investigate any behaviour of interest which in this case could be verification of occurrence of 
violation events, effects of such violations, and perhaps the security state of the system after or 
before the occurrence of certain events. 
In this scenario, the criteria for a successful and secure process would be that the 
countermeasure events were successfully observed at the proper time instants. We can therefore 
examine the states of the institution at the final instant to see if those conditions or 
countermeasures actually holds. Such a query is written as a rule:  

                                                 
2 Real world events are tagged observed in traces, while institutional ones are tagged occurred. 
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observed(create_patientRef,i00).  
observed(login(sHCP),i01).  
observed(loginChal(sys,sHCP),i02).  
observed(logindl,i03).  
observed(selectAction(sHCP),i04).  
observed(makeRef(sHCP),i05).  
observed(checkRef(cHCP),i06).  
observed(checkRefdl,i07).  
observed(signRef(sys),i08).  
observed(encryptRef(sys),i09).  
observed(sendRef(sHCP),i10). 
observed(receiveRefwP(rHCP),i11). 
 
#hide.  
#show occurred(E,I). 
 

Fig. 5: Verifying the expected sequence of observed events for the 
Make Referral model 
 Answer: 1 

occurred(create_patientRef,i00) occurred(login(sHCP),i01) 
occurred(loginChal(sys,sHCP),i02) occurred(logindl,i03) 
occurred(ilogin(sHCP),i01) 
occurred(iloginChal(sys,sHCP),i02) occurred(ilogindl,i03) 
SATISFIABLE 
 Fig.6: Output of the model verification query for the Make Referral model. 

 



 
 
 

 

 
 

It is possible to see traces of events that happened before a particular state of the system. For 
instance, the following query shows traces before the state loginCompromised. 
 

 
 
This query provides the following result:  

 
 
The security designer can also know the consequences of a violation event occurring. Figures 7 
and 8 show the query specification and the resulting traces.  

 
Fig. 7: Consequences of violation - Query. 

 
Fig. 8: Consequences of violation - Result. 

 
CONCLUSION 
This has been a journey from the initial design 
of a misuse case analysis to its verification and 
validation through the use of an institutional 
framework. The need for early consideration 
and inclusion of security features in the design 
and development of systems cannot be 
overemphasized. Several approaches have 
been investigated to ensure the ease of 

security requirements elicitation and analysis. 
However, the fact still remains that it is 
difficult for humans to reason about all the 
possibilities of the occurrence of security 
threats.  
 
 
 
 

Answer: 1 
canHappen(viol(sendRef(sHCP)),i10) 
canHappen(sendRef(sHCP),i10) 
canHappen(viol(receiveRefwP(rHCP)),i11) 
canHappen(receiveRefwP(rHCP),i11) 
canHappen(enforcePolicy(sys),i12) 
canHappen(viol(encryptRef(sys)),i09) 
canHappen(encryptRef(sys),i09) 
canHappen(viol(signRef(sys)),i08) 
canHappen(checkRefdl,i07) 
SATISFIABLE 

These are the eventsthat 
would occur as aresult of the 
violation. 
 

canHappen(E,I0):- 
occurred(viol(checkRef(cHCP)),I), 
occurred(E,I0), after(I0,I), 
instant(I),event(E). 

This ensures theordering of 
the eventsso that events 
atinstant I0 occur afterthe 
event at I has occurred 

happened(createpatientRef,i00) 
happened(ilogin(sHCP),i01) 
happened(login(sHCP),i01) 
happened(ilogindl,i02) 
happened(vloginChalCompromised,i02) 
happened(logindl,i02) 

These events occurred 
which led to the state 
of the system at 
instant i03 
 

happened(E,I0) :- 
holdsat(loginCompromised, i03), 
occurred(E,I0), before(I0,i03), 
 
instant(I0). 

This ensures that 
events at instant I0 
occur before event at 
instant i03 

success:-holdsat(chalSuccess,F), 
holdsat(goodRef,F), 

holdsat(refSigned,F), 

holdsat(refEncrypted,F), 

holdsat(policyApplied(rHCP),F), 

 
notholdsat(misdCheck,F), 
notholdsat(chalSkipped,F), 
notholdsat(loginAttacked,F), 
notholdsat(policyViolated(rHCP),F), 

final(F). 

These states should be 
reachable and remain true 
up to the final instant 

States that are not expected to 
be true at the finale instant 

 

defines the final instant of  
institutional time 
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Also, it is not possible for humans to reason 
about the possible behaviour of the system 
when the security countermeasures are 
implemented at design time. These therefore 
call for the need to have a reasoning 
mechanism by which security analysts and  
 

 
system designers can thoroughly analyse the 
possibilities of security threats. This tool and 
approach has proven to be helpful in this 
regard due to its ability to provide a kind of a 
database of all traces of events captured in 
the model from which the analyst can verify 
any system property of interest.   
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